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1. Contact 
=========================================================== 
 
1a. Main researcher 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
- name: Lore Van Hulle 
- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Ghent 
- e-mail: Lore.Vanhulle@UGent.be 
 
1b. Responsible ZAP (if different from the main researcher) 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
- name: Stefaan Van Damme 
- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Ghent 
- e-mail: Stefaan.Vandamme@UGent.be 
 
1c. Research group 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
- name: Health Psychology Research Group 
- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Ghent 
- e-mail: - 
- website: www.ghplab.ugent.be  
 
 
2. Study description  
=========================================================== 
 
> This section should contain a short text describing the context of 
the data collection (project history, aim) as well as the data 
collection methods (sampling, data collection process, instruments 
used, hardware and software). 
> If an online document containing this information exists (e.g. 
article, dissertation,...) a link could be given, provided that it is 
clearly stipulated where the required information can be found in the 
online document.  
 
See https://biblio.ugent.be/publication/4131050 
(PhD dissertation Lore Van Hulle, Chapter 7 (page 141)) 
 
 
3. Files 
=========================================================== 
 
 
3a. Raw data 
 
* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES  
If no, please justify. 
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* On which platform are the raw data stored? 
    [x ] researcher PC 
    [ ] research group file server 
    [x ] other (specify): paper questionnaires 
 
* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 
another person)? 
    [ ] main researcher 
    [x] responsible ZAP 
    [ ] all members of the research group 
    [ ] all members of UGent 
    [ ] other (specify): ... 
    
 
3b. Other files 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
 
* Have files been stored that contain clear information about the 
nature of the raw data (e.g., number of files, type, format, content, 
organization) and the way in which they have been collected (e.g., 
hardware, software + version)? YES 
If yes, provide a brief description of these files (for digital files, 
include type and format). 
 
- word document (protocol.docx) providing detailed information about 
how raw questionnaire data and behavioral data were obtained 
- folder including all questionnaires and self-report measures 
- folder including inquisit scripts used to obtain behavioral data 
- folder including raw inquisit data 
- folder including raw questionnaire data (pdf scans)   
 
* Have files been stored that include processed data (including files 
used for analyses)? YES 
If yes, provide a brief description of these files (for digital files, 
include type and format).  
 
- 3 excel files and 4 SPSS files containing first step of behavioral 
data processing 
- 4 SPSS files and 1 excel file containing second step of behavioral 
data processing 
- 2 SPSS files containing data for statistical analyses (including 
final data file for analyses reported in publication) 
(all these files are described in detail in word document 
“logfile”) 
 
* Have files been stored that contain clear information about how the 
raw data were transformed into the processed data that were submitted 
to analyses? YES 
If yes, provide a brief description of these files (for digital files, 
include a description of the software + version that was used to 
process the data) 
 
- word document “logfile” provides detailed step-by-step information 
on how raw behavioral data were processed 
 
* Have files been stored that contain clear information about how the 
(processed or raw) data were analyzed? YES 
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If yes, provide a brief description of these files (for digital files, 
include a description of the software + version that was used to 
process the data) 
 
- word document “logfile” provides detailed step-by-step information 
on statistical analyses as reported in publication 
- for each part of the results section, a separate SPSS file (SPSS 
22) is provided containing a log of the analyses performed: 1_self 
reports.svp, 2_tactorintensities.svp, 3_TCD_unpredictable.svp, 
4_TCD_predictable.svp, 5_correlations.svp  
 
* Have files been stored that contain the output of the analyses? NO 
If yes, provide a brief description of these files (for digital files, 
include a description of the software + version that produced the 
output files) 
 
- for each part of the results section, a separate SPSS file (SPSS 
22) is provided containing a log of the analyses performed and the 
outputs obtained: 1_self reports.svp, 2_tactorintensities.svp, 
3_TCD_unpredictable.svp, 4_TCD_predictable.svp, 5_correlations.svp 
 
* Has a blank copy of the Informed Consent Form been stored? YES 
 
* Has a file been stored that specifies legal and ethical provisions? 
YES 
 
* On which platform are these other files stored? (duplicate if this 
differs for different types of files) 
 [x] individual PC 
 [ ] research group file server 
 [x] other: 2 external hard disks 
 
* Who has direct access to these other files (i.e., without 
intervention of another person)? (duplicate if this differs for 
different types of files) 
    [ ] main researcher 
    [X] responsible ZAP 
    [ ] all members of the research group 
    [ ] all members of UGent 
    [ ] other (specify): ... 
 
 
 
4. Reproduction (if applicable to the type of research at hand) 
=========================================================== 
* Have the results reproduced by someone else than the main researcher 
(e.g. by co-authors)?: NO 
 
* If yes, by whom (add if multiple): 
    - name:  
    - address:  
    - affiliation:  
    - e-mail:  
	  
